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Abstract
This thesis examines behaviour of adaptive agents in Hotelling’s location model. We conduct an agent-based simulation in Hotelling’s
setting with two agents, where the agents use Nash-Q learning
mechanism for adaptation. Traditional game-theoretic models often
stand on strong assumptions imposed on players such as rationality
and perfect information. We explore what alternations or refinements of results this technique brings in comparison to the original
analytical solution of the theoretical Hotelling’s location model.
We discover that under Nash-Q learning and quadratic consumer
cost function, agents with high enough valuation of future profits learn behaviour similar to aggressive market strategy, where
both agents make similar products and lead a price war in order to
eliminate their opponent from the market. This behaviour closely
resembles the Minimum differentiation principle from the original
Hotelling’s paper with linear consumer costs. This result is surprising because in our simulation, quadratic consumer cost functions
are used, which should result in maximum differentiation of the
products. Our results suggest that the Principle of minimum differentiation could be justified based on repeated interaction of the
agents and long-run optimization.
Additionally, suitability of Reinforcement learning methods for
use in agent-based simulations with economic context is evaluated
and advantages and disadvantages of Nash-Q learning are discussed.

Keywords
Hotelling’s location model, Agent-based simulation, Reinforcement
learning, Nash-Q learning

Abstrakt
Tato práce zkoumá chování adaptivních agentů v Hotellingově modelu prostorové diferenciace. Simulujeme chování dvou agentů v
kontextu modelu prostorové diferenciace, kteří pro adaptaci využívají Nash-Q algoritmus. Tradiční modely z teorie her jsou mnohdy
zatíženy silnými předpoklady, jako je racionalita a perfektní informovanost agentů. Zkoumáme, jaké změny či zdokonalení výsledků
technika Nash-Q učení přináší v porovnání s původním analytickým
řešením Hotellingova modelu prostorové diferenciace.
Zjišťujeme, že za použití Nash-Q učícího algoritmu a kvadratických nákladů spotřebitele se agenti, kteří si dostatečně váží budoucích zisků, naučí chování, které je podobné agresivní tržní strategii,
kdy obě firmy začnou vytvářet podobné produkty a soutěží pouze v
ceně za účelem odstranění soupeře z trhu. Toto chování připomíná
Princip minimální diferenciace z Hotellingova originálního modelu s
lineárními náklady spotřebitele. Náš výsledek je překvapivý, protože
jsme v naší simulaci použili kvadratické náklady spotřebitele, což by
naopak mělo vést k maximální diferenciaci produktů. Naše výsledky
naznačují, že Princip minimální diferenciace by mohl být zdůvodněn na základě opakované interakce mezi agenty a optimalizace v
dlouhodobém horizontu.
Dále vyhodnocujeme vhodnost metod zpětnovazebného učení v
ekonomických agentních simulacích a diskutujeme o výhodách a nevýhodách metody Nash-Q učení.
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Topic characteristics
Hotelling’s location model has been discussed for its minimum differentiation
principle. The principle states that regardless of starting location, either firm
would be motivated to get closer to its opponent to increase its profit. This
principle was criticized by d’Aspremont et al. (1979). In last decades, various adjustments to the model were made to make the model more tractable. Ahlin and
Ahlin (2013) showed that Hotelling’s differentiation principle may apply if negative network externalities—congestion costs—are present in the model. However,
they leave empirical exploration of the congestion–differentiation relationship for
future work. We will refer to the model from Ahlin and Ahlin (2013) as to HL
congestion model. Inspired by Larralde et al. (2006), we will extend the HL congestion model with random factor in consumer’s choice through a logit function.
Further, we will test the model numerically through agent-based simulation.

Hypotheses
1. Minimum differentiation principle in Hotelling’s location model with congestion costs can be empirically confirmed.
2. Agent-based modelling is a method that can be used instead of empirical
testing of microeconomic models. (Simm et al., 2004)
3. Introducing stochastic consumer’s choice will not contradict the minimum
differentiation principle. (Larralde et al., 2006)
4. Reinforcement learning is an efficient tool for profit optimization of agents
under imperfect information.

Contribution
This thesis will provide comprehensive overview of development of Hotelling’s
location model. Controversy regarding minimum differentiation principle will be
briefly discussed and latest development of the model will be summarized. We
aim to test and extend the HL congestion model and to provide good starting
point for further research in microeconomic spatial analysis. To compensate for
unsatisfactory real-world conditions for empirical testing, we will use Agent-Based
simulation as a substitute for testing in laboratory conditions.

Methodology
To empirically test the HL congestion model, we decided to leverage the agentbased modelling (ABM) and reinforcement learning. This will allow us to get
closer to reality through imperfect information and bounded rationality of firms
as our agents. The agents will only know about their own and their competitor’s
position and price. Every round, they will observe certain profit from their last
decision and will be able to change their price and location. After sufficient
amount of repetition, they will be able to decide on optimal strategy regardless
of their starting position. We are hoping, that the observed optimal strategy
will sufficiently support the form of Hotelling’s model introduced by Ahlin and
Ahlin (2013). Consumers in our model will decide where to shop stochastically,
based on their logit function. This way we will try to include unobserved factors
that influence consumer’s behaviour. Before running the simulation, a sensitivity
analysis and fixed-parameter calibration of the model will be carried out.

Outline
1. Abstract
2. Introduction to monopolistic competition
3. Comprehensive overview of development and literature of Hotelling’s model
4. Introduction to agent-based modelling and reinforcement learning
5. Model description
6. Simulation results and discussion
7. Conclusion and recommendations for further research
8. List of references
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1

Introducion

Some of the most influential economic models stand on game theory. Game-theoretic concepts can be used to show that in a society of self-interested individuals, the tragedy of the commons arises
(Lloyd, 1833), that non-dictatorial voting methods are subject to
strategic voting (Gibbard, 1973), or that Cournot oligopoly market
prices and output approach those of perfect competition as the number of firms in the market increases (Varian, 2009, p. 512). Game
theory allows us to formulate and analyse problems that include decision making in competitive or cooperative environment and offers
solution concepts such as Nash equilibrium.
Based on such models, we are able to make conditional conclusions about behaviour of real actors. However, game-theoretic
models often rely on strong assumptions, such as perfect rationality and complete and perfect information. But people are neither
perfectly rational, nor have perfect and complete information available. Thus, in addition to finding Nash equilibrium in games, we
should also ask, how and if ever do boundedly rational agents or
agents without perfect information get to play Nash equilibrium in
the first place.
Experimental economics provides several research papers that
partly tackle these issues. In experiments presented in those papers, experiment participants were supposed to play certain game
multiple times. It has been shown, that over time most of experiment participants were getting closer to Nash equilibrium in Beauty
Contest game (Nagel, 1995). Similar results were obtained for bargaining games (Roth et al., 1991). These results indicate, that there
could be some underlying adaptive processes, that at least for some
games enable agents to converge towards Nash equilibrium during
repeated interaction.
There are also great game-theoretic books such as the Theory of
learning in games by Fudenberg and Levine (1998) that summarize
and analyse various learning and adaptation techniques and provide
examples of cases where given methods work and where the methods
fail. There are also multi-agent learning methods based on Reinforcement learning that come from the field of machine learning.
One such method is Nash-Q learning (Hu and Wellman, 2003).
With the rise in computational power, new techniques for analysing
1

systems have emerged. One such technique is called Agent-based
simulation. Such simulation consists of software agents placed in
a virtual environment and the environment itself. Agents interact
with each other and/or with the environment and from their micro
behaviour a global behavioural pattern can emerge. The rules that
guide the behaviour of the agents range from simple heuristics to
more complex possibly adaptive ones. The behaviour of the agents
could be set to one of the adaptive methods suggested by research
and then it could be interesting to observe the development of behaviour and see if some pronounced regularities in the behaviour
emerge once the learning is done.
One of our goals is to conduct one such simulation. We explore, how would adaptive agents without perfect information behave in Hotelling’s location model (Hotelling, 1929) with quadratic
consumer cost functions. Comparative analysis between results of
simulation and theoretical findings is provided and further directions
of research are discussed. Our second goal is to explore Reinforcement learning, compare it to other learning methods and evaluate
how suitable this method is for use in economic agent-based simulations. We evaluate Reinforcement learning from motivational point
of view, discuss advantages, disadvantages and interpretability.
Our simulation contains two self-interested agents competing in a
location model framework. The agents have no previous knowledge
of the game or the opponent. The main challenge of the agents is to
communicate respective preferences by means of mutual interaction,
learn about the game pay-offs and try to find the Nash equilibrium
strategy profile of the game. Every round of the simulation, agents
have to choose in what direction to move (location change) and
what price to charge. After taking actions, they receive information
about their opponent’s action and thus, also about current state
of the game. They also receive positive or negative feedback based
on how well they played in that particular round. The feedback is
constructed in compliance with Hotelling’s profit function. Agents
can see their as well as their opponent’s profit. Nash-Q learning
algorithm by Hu and Wellman (2003) is used to guide the adaptive
behaviour of our agents. Since Hotelling’s location model contains
convenient symmetries, agents learn not only from their experience,
but also from their opponent’s experience. So both agents model
their opponent as if they were the opponent.
2

2
2.1

Literature review
Hotelling’s location model

Hotelling’s location model is a microeconomic model presented by
Harold Hotelling in 1929. Based on his model, Hotelling concluded
that two rational producers in the same market should make their
products as similar as possible (Hotelling, 1929). This phenomenon
is called Principle of Minimum Differentiation and in the last century, it has captured and inspired many researchers. Nevertheless,
it has been shown, that Hotelling’s conclusions regarding minimum
differentiation are invalid and based on Hotelling’s argumentation,
„nothing can be said about the tendency of both sellers to agglomerate at the center of the market“ (d’Aspremont et al., 1979, p. 1).
However, slightly modified versions of location model with different consumer cost function have been proposed, where principle of
maximum differentiation (d’Aspremont et al., 1979) and principle
of general differentiation (Economides, 1986) can be justified.
Since our agents try to find a Nash equilibrium of a game, a
version of location model where there is known pure strategy Nash
equilibrium is preferred. For this reason, we apply a version of
location model with quadratic transportation costs suggested by
d’Aspremont et al. (1979, p. 4), where price equilibrium exists for
every location of the agents and pure Nash equilibrium exists.
Even though the Hotelling’s original model has been shown to be
invalid, there have been multiple papers trying to justify the Principle of minimum differentiation. For example, Ahlin and Ahlin
(2013) introduce so called congestion costs as a part of the consumer costs and show that if the congestion costs incorporated into
the original model are high enough relative to the transportation
consumer costs, there exists a pure strategy Nash equilibrium. They
also show that the greater the congestion costs are, the less differentiated the products of the firms can be, which suggests that under
congestion costs, the Principle of minimum differentiation could be
justified.
Further, Irmen and Thisse (1998) assume multi-characteristic
product space and conclude that firms choose to maximize differentiation in the dominant characteristic of the characteristic space
and minimize differentiation in other characteristics. Thus, they
3

show that the Principle minimum differentiation holds for all but
one characteristic. They also show that prices do not have to fall
when some product characteristics are not differentiated, because
the price competition is relaxed if there is large enough differentiation in the dominant characteristic.
2.2

Learning in games

This section briefly summarizes main discoveries and techniques
in the field of learning in games. We provide critical evaluation
with respect to location model framework. According to Fudenberg and Levine (1998, p. 7), „three particular dynamic adjustment
processes have received the most attention in the theory of learning
and evolution—Fictitious play, Partial best-response and Replicator dynamics“. Here we discuss only Fictitious play and Partial
best-response as these methods are most relevant to our simulation.
2.2.1

Fictitious play

Fictitious play was first introduced by Brown (1951). In fictitious
play, agents behave „as if they think they are facing a stationary,
but unknown, distribution of opponent’s strategies“ (Fudenberg and
Levine, 1998, p. 7). Players also do not try to influence learning
and consequently the future play of their opponents. The learning
algorithm for finite strategy works in the following way. Let I P N
be a set of indices, where each index i P I represents one player. At
the beginning, players assign some initial weights w0i : S i ÝÑ R
to all opponents’ strategies. As they repeatedly interact, all of them
adjust the weights based on opponents’ actions
wti

psiq  wti1psiq

#

i
1, if s
t1
0, else,

 si is even,

(1)

where t is a time index, S i is a finite set of tuples of strategies of
all players except for player i and si P S i . Then the estimated
strategy distributions of their opponents are
fti

pŝiq 
t

wti pŝi q
i i .
si PS i wt ps q

°

(2)

As stated in Fudenberg and Levine (1998, p. 31), fictitious play is
defined as a rule qti pfti q P S i such that qti pfti q P BRi pfti q, where BRi
4

is a set of best responses to current approximation to opponents’
strategies. It has been shown, that if the empirical distributions
converge to the true distributions, then the product of best response
strategy profiles is a Nash equilibrium (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998,
p. 34).
The most unrealistic assumption is that each player takes the
others as stationary. It means, that players completely ignore the
possibility that their opponents are learning. In other words, each
player treats the distribution over strategies of his opponents as
fixed over time. However, as one player estimates the distribution
of the other, her strategy and hence her own distribution over her
strategies may change. Then the other player estimates a different
distribution possibly at every step. But then the assumption, that
the opponent behaves according to static distribution, does not hold
and the estimated distributions may not have to converge to the true
strategy distributions of the opponents. The fact, that empirical
distributions do not need to converge was first shown by Shapley
et al. (1964).
Ideally, we would like the players to form adaptive expectations
about strategies of their opponents based on experience gained from
interaction. Simply said, the agents should incorporate learning of
their opponents into their expectations about play of their opponents. Moreover, we would like agents to be able to learn in various
contexts. A context of a game can be a state of some variable that
influences game conditions. In model specification, we will see how
price equilibrium in location model depends on respective locations
of agents. For different location combinations, agents face different demand functions. From this follows that agents should learn
different pricing strategy for each location combination. We use
the Nash-Q learning algorithm that incorporates both of the above
mentioned features and could be seen as an extension to fictitious
play.
2.2.2

Partial best-response

In partial best-response models, „a fixed portion of the population
switches each period from its current action to a best response to
some aggregate statistic from the previous period.“ (Fudenberg and
Levine, 1998). Such models are perhaps the oldest models of adaptive behaviour. A typical example of such model could be the
5

Cournot adjustment process.
As is defined in Fudenberg and Levine (1998, p. 8), in Cournot
adjustment process, there are two firms represented as two agents,
who compete in homogeneous goods production. Both of them decide to choose amount of production s P r0, 8q. If we define their
utilities as ui psi , si q, where ui p, si q is strictly concave, then the
best response can be defined as BRi psi q  argmaxŝi ui pŝi , si q. The
Cournot process is defined as a sequence of states φt  ps1t , s2t q such
that φit 1  BRi pφti q. Then a state where φt 1  φt is a steady
state of this process and also a Nash equilibrium.
In this model, agents expect their opponent to produce the same
quantity as was produced in the last round. But in fact, unless
agents reach the Nash equilibrium of the game, the quantity varies
every round. So the agents systematically set wrong expectations
about their opponent. The reason is the way, how the opponent is
modelled. In fictitious play, the opponent was modelled as static
and not learning. In partial response, the opponent is expected to
keep his strategy from the last round, even though he changed his
strategy possibly every preceding turn. Even after a long time of
interaction, neither fictitious play, nor best response agents recognize that they are modelling their opponent incorrectly. Thus, none
of these methods is ideal in this manner and unfortunately, neither
is the Nash-Q learning.
2.3

Reinforcement learning

Many times, humans and animals alike have no explicit teacher
that would show them how to act in an unknown environment.
Nevertheless, there is a connection to the outside world through
senses and available actions. Through experimenting with actions
and recognition of how the actions influence the world that humans
and animals perceive, they are able to form conclusions about cause
and effect, consequences of our actions and about what to do in
order to achieve goals (Sutton and Barto, 1998, p. 3). To provide
the reader with a flavour of what Reinforcement learning is about,
we quote Sutton and Barto (1998, p. 4).
„Reinforcement learning is learning what to do|how to map
situations to actions|so as to maximise a numerical reward
signal. The learner is not told which actions to take but
6

instead must discover which actions yield the most reward
by trying them. In the most interesting and challenging
cases, actions may affect not only the immediate reward
but also the next situation and, through that, all subsequent rewards. These two characteristics|trial-and-error
search and delayed rewards are the two most important
distinguishing features of reinforcement learning.“
Reinforcement learning is defined through a problem. A problem
is how to adapt to an environment in order to achieve goals. Any
method that can be used to solve this problem can be considered
a Reinforcement learning method. Among Reinforcement learning
methods are Q-learning (Watkins, 1989), SARSA (Rummery and
Niranjan, 1994) or various Monte Carlo methods just to name a
few. We are more elaborate on Q-learning in subsubsection 4.2.2.
Important ideas used in Reinforcement learning come from the field
of animal learning and experimental psychology. Perhaps the most
intuitive one comes from Thorndike (1911, p. 244) and is called the
Law of effect.
„Of several responses made to the same situation, those
which are accompanied or closely followed by satisfaction
to the animal will, other things being equal, be more firmly
connected with the situation, so that, when it recurs, they
will be more likely to recur; those which are accompanied
or closely followed by discomfort to the animal will, other
things being equal, have their connections with that situation weakened, so that, when it recurs, they will be less
likely to occur. The greater the satisfaction or discomfort,
the greater the strengthening or weakening of the bond.“
This simple, yet powerful idea of agents trying to avoid situations that were unpleasant in the past and seeking the ones that
were pleasant is essential to Reinforcement learning. It can be used
to reason about so called n-armed bandit agents. An n-armed bandit
is an agent equipped with n possible actions and placed in an environment with only one possible state. You can imagine such agent
as an octopus placed in an aquarium with holes in it’s walls. The
octopus can insert it’s tentacles into the holes to reach either for
food or to receive an unpleasant electric shock. There are various
7

kinds of food providing the octopus with different inner rewards.
The octopus is hungry and starts discovering contents of the holes.
In some holes it finds food of varying taste and in some it receives
a shock. According to the Law of effect, the octopus should prefer
the holes that provide the highest reward in terms of food taste
and shocks. This sort of behaviour could be reached if the octopus
experiments and tries to reach inside various holes and effectively
samples it’s experience. We formalise this idea in subsection 4.2 and
even more information can be found in Sutton and Barto (1998).
Notice the connection to fictitious play. If the opponent is nonchanging, it can be regarded as an integrated part of the environment. The learning agent samples responses from the environment
and then forms best response to the sample. This idea is extended
to environments with more states and delayed rewards, where the
agent’s actions can influence the state of the environment. To continue in our example, such environment could consist of multiple
connected boxes, where each box has different rewards hidden in
the holes or even different actions provided to the octopus. In one
box, there could be for example various levers and pressing them
would open door to other boxes with food. The notion of delayed
reward is hidden in the fact, that there may be no immediate reward
for pressing a lever or there may be even a punishment. However,
there is a reward hidden in other boxes that can be accessed from
the original box. The octopus has to figure out, what levers to press
in order to maximise it’s long-term rewards. If he does not plan into
future, he may decide to prefer the least painful levers that open
boxes with almost no food, but misses out on boxes that are little
more painful at first but provide large treasure in the second step,
that would overweight the initial pain. In such case a long-sighted
planner may be more successful in terms of long-term rewards compared to instant-reward seeking non-planner.
So far, it seems that Reinforcement learning only deals with oneagent environments, where the environment responds to agent’s actions, but does not evolve. Simply said, the environment responses
do not change over time. If we place more agents inside a nonchanging environment, the environment as perceived by the agents is
not non-changing any more if the agents are allowed to evolve. The
reason is, that once one agent adapts to the other agent’s strategy,
the other agent should adapt as well. We can see this adaptation
8

cycle in the nature in the predator-prey relation. Prey adapts to
predators and predators adapt to prey. It is quite similar to the idea
of partial best-response, where agents react to mutual adaptations.
There have been multiple research papers that try to extend ideas
from Reinforcement learning to multi-agent domain. Among methods seeking Nash equilibrium in multi-agent systems are Friend-orFoe Q-learning (Littman, 2001) and the Nash-Q learning (Hu and
Wellman, 2003) which we use for our simulation. Both methods can
be applied to general-sum stochastic games, but require relatively
strong conditions to be successful. We cover the Nash-Q learning
in greater depth in subsubsection 4.3.2.
There is relatively good motivation for use of Reinforcement
learning. Reinforcement learning agents do not need any information about the environment and are able to balance exploration of
the environment with choosing optimal strategy based on current
environment estimates and in the long run, they are able to find
optimal strategy. Multi-agent extension called Nash-Q learning allows agents to model each other and play best response strategies
to current estimate of their opponent. Similarly to Fictitious play
or Partial best-response, Nash-Q learning agents do not recognize
if they model their opponent correctly or not. If we suppose that
our agents are rational but do not have perfect information about
the environment, then the Nash-Q learning seems like an interesting option. Another advantage is that once the Nash-Q learning is
implemented, it is quite easy to transfer to another discrete environment and should work as well.
Finally, we mention some of the successes of Reinforcement learning in multi-agent domain that are mostly based on deep neural
networks. Recently, Deepmind’s AlphaGo was able to reach super
human proficiency in the ancient game of Go (Silver et al., 2017).
They used a combination of Deep neural network and Reinforcement learning and let the agent play against itself. Another success
is TD-gammon (Tesauro, 1995) which again uses self play and combination of neural networks and Reinforcement learning.
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3

Model specification

In the original model mentioned in subsection 2.1, there are two
producers. Their products vary in location and price. Particular
location is numerically expressed as a point in ra, bs interval. This
implicitly means that there is a metric d defined for any two locations cl , cr P ra, bs. Such characteristic could be not only location
of a shop in a street, but also a time at which certain service is
provided. Another example could be a colour of some product such
as car or phone. For our simulation, we use discrete characteristic,
that preserves ordering and metric of the original definition.
There are zero production costs and thus also zero marginal costs
associated with the selling of the products in our model. The game
can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, producers compete in prices given a fixed pair of locations c1 , c2 P ra, bs. In the
second stage, producers compete in location given that they choose
Nash equilibrium prices for their locations. Then a combination of
prices and locations ppl , pr , cl , cr q is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium if pl , pr are the Nash equilibrium prices for locations cl , cr and
locations cl , cr are the Nash equilibrium locations given prices pl , pr .
3.1

Demand

Customers are uniformly distributed on the ra, bs interval1 and each
customer demands exactly one product unit. In other words, each
point on the interval demands one unit of product. Their demand
is perfectly inelastic, which means, they will demand exactly one
product item irrespective of price. However, it does not mean that
customers would not care about price. „No customer has any preference for either seller except on the ground of price plus transportation cost.“ (Hotelling, 1929). Transportation cost is a function of
distance from customer’s preferred characteristic state of the product she buys and actual state characteristic of the product she buys.
On the ra, bs interval, transportation cost is a function of distance
between two points. Intuitively, the further the characteristic of the
producer’s product is from the customer’s ideal characteristic state,
the more ’expensive’ it is for the customers to purchase that product. This is visualised in Figure 2. If we define transportation cost
1

In reality, this distribution would probably widely vary from product to product, based on
taste of customers.
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Figure 1: Hotelling’s market
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Source: Authors’ own illustration

as a function of distance f pdq, such that f grows with d, then it is
possible to define utility function of a customer.
Definition 3.1. Let i P tl, ru. Then let pi be a price, that producer
i charges for his product and f pdq is a transportation cost growing
in d and di is Euclidean distance between customer c and producer i.
If the utility U derived from owning the product is sufficiently large,
then the utility from buying product from producer i for customer
located at point c P ra, bs can be defined as
uc ppi , di q  U  pi  f pdi q,
uc ppi , di q ¥ 0 .

(3)
(4)

In the original model, f pdq  qd so the transportation cost is a
linear function of distance. d’Aspremont et al. (1979) shows, that
under linear transportation costs, there is no pure strategy Nash
equilibrium in the model. For the Nash equilibrium in prices to
exist in the original model, the producers have to be sufficiently
far apart. If the producers are in locations with price equilibrium,
there is an incentive to move closer to the opponent. But then
they have to reach the distance zone, where there is no equilibrium in prices. However, if we allow f pdq  qd2 as suggested by
d’Aspremont et al. (1979, p. 4), then there is a unique pure strategy
Nash equilibrium in both stages of the game and thus in the whole
game. We now derive demand functions for the producers and show,
how to find Nash equilibrium. Without loss of generality, we can
define A as a distance of the leftmost producer from point a and
B as the distance of the rightmost producer from point b. The situation is illustrated on Figure 1. Since both products provide the
11

same utility U , a customer c will choose the product j, that satisfies j  arg maxi uc ppi , di q  arg mini pi f pdi q. The population
of customers will be divided into two parts, where the central customer c in between those groups shall be indifferent between both
producers. This leads us to equation (5), where subscripts l and r
denote leftmost and rightmost producer.
uc ppl , dl q  uc ppr , dr q,
pl qd2l  pr qd2r .

(5)

As we can see from Figure 1, for the central customer has to hold
that
A dl dr B  |b  a|.
(6)
Once we combine Equation 5 and Equation 6, we end up with a
linear system of equations. If we solve this system for dl and dr , we
get

 pl
 pr2qz
pl  pr
d 
dl
r

2qz

z
,
2
z
,
2

(7)

where z  |b  a|  A  B and q is a positive constant. Then for
the leftmost producer, the demand will be

$
'
'
&A dl
Dl ppl , pr , A, B q  |b  a|
'
'
%0

if A
if A
if A

dl
dl

dl

P r0, |b  a|s,
¡ |b  a|,

(8)

0.

Similarly for the rightmost producer. Note, that for A B  |b  a|
the d is undefined. In such case the producers show no differentiation and equilibrium prices are zero. Respective demands for both
products and consumer costs can be seen on Figure 2.
3.2

Price competition

Now we just have to construct profit functions of both producers
from the demand functions. Let Πl denote the profit of the leftmost
producer. Then
Πl ppl , pr , A, B q  Dl ppl , pr , A, B q  pl ,
12

(9)

Figure 2: Customer cost functions as functions of location of customers
Consumer cost

U
pr

pl

c
a

cl

c

cr

∗

Demand of producer L

b

Demand of producer R

Note: The blue function represents cost for customers, if they buy the leftmost product.
Utility of each customer from buying a product is sufficiently high, so that their demand
is perfectly inelastic.
Source: Authors’ own illustration.

and similarly for the rightmost producer. To arrive at a pure price
Nash equilibrium given some locations, we first need to define best
response functions

BΠl  A
B pl
BΠl  B
BRr ppl q P r0, 8s :
Bp
BRl ppr q P r0, 8s :

z
2
z
2

l

pr  2pl
2qz
pl  2pr
2qz

 0,
 0.

(10)

2
Along with Equation 10, we have BBpΠl l  BBpΠrr  2qz
0, which
ensures, that we are actually optimizing the profit functions. We
solve Equation 10 and get best response price BRl ppr q  Aqz
qz 2 pr
2 . We do the same for rightmost player and get BRr ppl q 
2
Bqz qz 2 pl . If pure Nash equilibrium in prices exists, it is a vector
of prices ppl , pr q, such that pl  BRl pBRr ppl qq and similarly for pr .
2
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2

Figure 3: Price equilibrium and reaction functions
pl

BRr (pl )

BRl (pr )

Nash Equilibrium

pr

Source: Authors’ own illustration.

The Nash equilibrium in this case is unique. The equilibrium prices
are:



AB
 3
BA
pr  qz
3

pl

 qz

| b  a|

,

| b  a|

.

(11)

Notice, that when producers are located in the same place, the
equilibrium price turns out to be the 0, there is no product differentiation and producers only compete in price. As the producers
move further away from each other, they create local monopolies and
increase their price above their marginal cost. The best response
functions are plotted in Figure 3.
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3.3

Location competition

To establish the second-stage location equilibrium, we substitute
the Nash equilibrium prices to profit functions and differentiate the
profit functions with respect to location. We get

BΠl
BA
BΠr
BB

0,
0.

(12)

This implies, that in the long-run the producers have an incentive
to get further from each other for any initial location. The longterm location Nash equilibrium is the vector pa, bq with equilibrium
prices pr  pl  q |b  a|2 , since A  B  0. This also means, that
the long-term equilibrium profit will be
ΠNE



q |b  a|3
.
2

(13)

These theoretical results originally established by d’Aspremont et al.
(1979) will be used to evaluate learning results of our agents.
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4
4.1

Simulation specification
Introduction

Imagine there are two ice cream men in a street. Both of them sell
exactly the same ice cream, have the same ice cream stands and
the same personality. Their stands are movable. However, both ice
cream men have physical activity constraints and while selling can
reallocate their stands just a little bit per unit of time. Both of
them can choose non-negative selling prices for a given day, have
no limits on production and do not have any production costs. The
inhabitants of the street are uniformly distributed, have quadratic
travel costs and each of them demands exactly one ice cream per
day. If there were only one selling day and the ice cream men were
rational and well informed, we could describe this setting with the
Hotelling’s location model specified in section 3.
However as we have already indicated, traditional game-theoretic
models often have too strict assumptions about players. In our simulation, our ice cream men are not perfectly informed. In fact, they
only receive information on profit they earn, given their prices and
locations. Regarding their intellect, they are able to use past experience to form expectations about their opponents and consequently
about profit functions and calculate Nash equilibrium in a 2-player
matrix game.
Learning from interaction usually happens over time. Thus, we
let our ice cream men sell their ice cream in more consecutive units
of time. At every time step, they set their location and price and get
profits from selling ice cream. In section 3 we mentioned two stages
of the game—the price competition and location competition. Ice
cream men in our simulation also compete in two stages. First they
choose their location and then price. Each location permutation
is a state. At any given time t of the simulation, a game is in
some state Statet . Given Statet , the ice cream men play a price
game conditional on their locations. They receive rewards or profits
from the price game and adjust their knowledge about the dynamics
of the game. Then they play a location game, where they decide
where to move their stand. A scheme of the whole game is shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Game scheme
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Location1t+1
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Note: Players receive rewards R1 and R2 according to their performance in the price
game.
Source: Authors’ own illustration.

4.1.1

Static and dynamic environment

In subsection 2.3 we described what an environment is. The environment for an ice cream man I1 consists of customers represented
in the form of demand function and the other ice cream man I2.
Both I2 and the customers influence profit of I1. However, even if
the demand is stochastic, the customers do not change their demand
distribution over time while I2 may learn and in general change his
behaviour in reaction to I1.
We can distinguish between two types of environment. A static
environment is an environment such that it’s dynamics do not change
over time. A static environment does not have to be deterministic.
Transitions between states of the environment can be probabilistic
as well as rewards provided to an agent. However, the probabilistic
distributions of static environment do not change over time and do
not adapt in reaction to agent’s actions.
In contrary, a dynamic environment is an environment such that
it’s dynamics can change over time. A dynamic environment does
not have to be stochastic. The transitions and rewards can be deterministic, but may change over time either simply due to time
change or in reaction to agent’s actions.
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In our case, we have two agents placed in a static environment.
This in fact changes the character of the environment to dynamic.
Each agent reacts to the other agent’s actions and changes his own.
If one of the agents were fixed in his price and location, the environment for the other agent would be effectively fixed because
nothing would change it’s behaviour based on his actions. We first
explore learning in context of static environments as it is easier to
understand and serves as a basis for an extension to dynamic environments.
4.2

Learning in single-agent environment

We can modify the environment of one of the ice cream men to be
static by fixing the other agent’s strategy. Then the environment
becomes a single-agent environment in the sense, that there is only
one adaptive agent. The fixed ice cream man is referred to as I2 .
The adaptive ice cream man further referred to as I1 can for now
only change his price, but his location is fixed. Once we explain the
simple case, where only price is changing, we also add the option to
change location.
I1 has a finite set of prices P  Z from which he can choose.
Let q be the expected profit function of I1 as a function of price of
I1 . Thus q : P Ñ R. If the I1 knew the demand for his ice cream,
he could try to maximise his profit with respect to price. However,
what should he do if he does not know the demand function? And
what if the demand were not deterministic, possibly due to random
price and location policy of I2 ? In other words, what if I1 finds
himself in a static,2 but unknown environment?
One possible option would be to choose prices randomly and
make sample averages of his profits. Every day, he would sell his
ice cream at a random price and would keep profit records for every
day and price. Then he would average the profits for every price
level. Next, he would choose the price which yields the highest
average profit. This idea can be formalised in the following way.
Let Tp  tt0 , t1 , . . .u be a set of times at which the price p P P was
chosen and idxpti q  i. Also let Rt be a profit at time t P 0, 1, 2, . . .
and q̂t ppq be an estimator of q ppq for any price p P P. We can define
2

Environment dynamics are stochastic, but their distribution does not change over time.
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the value of q̂ ppq at time t
q̂t

1 to be

$
pt
& 1 °idx
j 0
idxpt 1q1
1 ppq 
%q̂tppq else.

1q1

Rtj

, if t

1 P Tp ,

(14)

The formal definition of q̂t ppq can be confusing at first, but it only
says that the estimated value of q ppq at time t 1 is equal to the
average of profits received after choosing price p up until time t 1.
Else the estimated value at time t 1 simply equals the estimated
value at time t. So if we let t run from 0 to 8 and at every time
step choose random p P P then every time t a Pt  p is chosen, the
estimated value of q ppq gets updated according to our update rule.
This would force the ice cream man I1 to keep track of all his past
profits. Luckily, if we substitute αt : idxpt 1 1q1 , Equation 14 can
be rewritten as

#

q̂t

1

ppq  p1  αtq  q̂tppq
q̂t ppq

αt Rt

, if Pt
else.

 p,

(15)

The derivation can be found in Sutton and Barto (1998, p. 32).
From Equation 15 we can see that the update of the estimate is a
weighted average of previous estimates and current experience. This
means that the estimated values of profit move in the direction of
the most current experience. However, the step size αt gets smaller,
the more times the value was updated. It is caused by the fact, that
αt converges to zero as we increase the number of updates. If the
distribution of profits does not change or if the profit function is
deterministic, q̂ will converge to its mean with probability 1 (Sutton and Barto, 1998, p. 34). Adaptive expectation is a theoretical
process of forming expectations about future events based on past
experience. A simple example comes from Macroeconomics. Let rte
be an expected rate of inflation at time t and let rt be the actual rate
of inflation at time t. The expectation re can be seen as adaptive,
if
rte

 rte1 αprt1  rte1q
 p1  αqrte1 αrt1 , with α P r0, 1s.

(16)
(17)

Equation (17) is very similar to Equation (15). In fact, if we let
αt  α, we essentially get the same thing. So the update rule defined in (15) can be seen as a form of adaptive expectations that our
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ice cream man forms about his profit based on past experience. If
we let αt  α, then our estimator no longer converges (Sutton and
Barto, 1998, p. 34). Nevertheless, constant step size can still be used
in environments, where the environment dynamics change. The use
of constant step size parameter results in weighting recent experience more heavily than the long past ones. This sort of weighted
averaging is called exponential or recently weighted average. A very
nice explanation can be found in Sutton and Barto (1998, p. 34).
The update rule in (15) is often called an n-armed bandit (Sutton and Barto, 1998, p. 24). The n stands for number of actions
available to the agent. In our case n would be the number of prices
available to I1 and I1 himself would be the bandit.
The n-armed bandit estimation method could be seen as a kind of
exploration of our ice cream man’s profit function. After sufficient
amount of sampling, he should be able to use his sampled profits q̂ to
choose the profit maximizing price. Notice the connection between
choosing the maximizing price and finding q. This concept extrapolates to more complex problems such as finding optimal policies in
a Markov decision process, which we tackle in subsubsection 4.2.1.
Our ice cream man I1 is now able to explore his profit function
and after sufficient amount of sampling from his environment, he
is able to determine the optimal price. However, during his exploration he chooses prices randomly. Thus, he could often choose
prices that are suboptimal given the current estimation of his profit
function. He could try to modify his exploration by choosing a random price e.g. 5% of time and choose the best price with respect to
the current estimate q̂ of q in the remaining 95% of time. This would
be an attempt to balance his profit maximisation and profit function exploration during the learning phase and would potentially
yield better average performance during learning. The suggested
exploration-exploitation principle is called Greedy policy, because
the agent chooses the price which yields the highest profit 95% of
time and explores 5% of time. So he optimizes towards his estimation of q from the beginning of learning. Agents in our simulation use Greedy policy to balance between random exploration and
choosing optimal actions given current estimates. This principle is
further discussed in Sutton and Barto (1998, p. 28).
Notice that choosing a price p at time t does not influence available prices and thus profits at time t 1. In other words, a price
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choice at t does not change the context in which the ice cream man
sells his ice cream. However, since the profit function is generally
different for every location, a location change at time t can influence the profit function at time t 1. This means, that location
choices would change the context in which the ice cream man sells
his ice cream. So far, I1 had his location fixed. Let us now change
his location randomly. This time his profit function q is not only
dependent on his price p, but also on his location l P L, where L
is a finite set of available locations. For this reason, the n-armed
bandit attitude would not be enough, because it does not account
for changes in the profit function with respect to the location of I1 .
However, we can easily extend the n-armed bandit adaptation
algorithm to a so called contextual bandit. A contextual bandit is
able to distinguish between different locations and estimates his q
accordingly. Instead of keeping only the profit averages given a
chosen price he also remembers in what context the averages were
obtained. By the context in our case we mean the location of I1 . If
I1 is a contextual bandit, then he basically keeps separate records of
profit averages for every possible location and estimates separately
q pp, l1 q, . . . , q pp, lm q, where li P L, p P P and m is the number of
locations in L. The update rule for the profit estimator q̂ is the
same like in the case of Equation 15. However, this time it has
to be conditioned on the location of I1 . To put it in the ice cream
man’s perspective, we can say that the ice cream man’s kiosk stands
every day in a different location. The ice cream man keeps separate
profit and price records for each location and makes averages for
profits conditioned on price and location.
The estimation and optimization problem gets even more complex, once the I1 is able to control location. Price change influence
profits in given turn but do not change the profit function itself.
On the other hand, location change impacts demand which in turn
influences the profit function. Our ice cream man can only move his
kiosk a little bit per unit of time. Thus, there are only two reachable locations from his current location. One location is a small
step on the right and one is a small step on the left from his current
location. So to reach more distant location, he has to first sell ice
cream in the locations that are between his current location and
the more distant one. This implies, that before he reaches the more
distant location, he receives profits conditioned on the locations in
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between. But how can he decide, whether it is worthwhile moving
to the distant location or whether it is better to stay in his current
position? If the profits are greater than 1, then the sum of profits
over time in any location would diverge to 8. Infinite cash flows
can be compared by discounting future cash flows by λ P r0, 1q.
The discounted sum of profits should be finite as long as the profits
are bounded and our ice cream man would be able to compare the
profitability of various locations. Discounting extends the meaning
of our q function. From now on the q function represents average
discounted sum of future profits. If we set the discount rate λ to
zero, the only non-zero member of the sum will be the first one.
Thus, we again get average immediate pay-off. In other words, our
original q function was just a special case.
Let us now formalize our ideas and introduce technical concepts
which will help us shed more light on the cases, where I1 can change
both price and location. Further, we generalise the idea to the case,
where both ice cream men can change both their parameters.
4.2.1

Finite Markov decision process

The definitions and notation in the following section are based on
Sutton and Barto (1998, Chapter 3). Let us have a system with
finite state space S. Let As be a finite set of available actions
as P As that a decision maker can make in state s P S. Since
actions are always presented in context of a state in which they
are chosen, we abuse the notation and use a. For each stateaction-state tuple ps, a, s1 q we define expected immediate reward
rps, a, s1 q received after transitioning from state s to state s1 caused
by action a. A transition probability function can be defined as
P rts, a, s1 |history of the systemu and represents the probability, that
the system moves from state s to state s1 due to action a conditional
on the history of the system. The system can be only in one state
at a time. Let us take an ordered countable set of time indices
T  t0, 1, 2, . . .u. Then a state of the system St at time t P T is a
random variable with domain S. This can be seen from the fact,
that transitions among states are non-deterministic. Analogously
for action At and for reward Rt . After t time steps, the history of
the development of the system can be written as a sequence of past
states, actions and rewards ts0 , a0 r0 , s1 , . . . , st1 , at1 , rt1 u where
sj , aj , rj are realisations of St , At , Rt .
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We have just formulated a stochastic decision process. For our
ice cream man with fixed price, actions would be ‘move left’, ‘move
right’, ‘stay’, states would be possible locations, rewards would be
profits and transition probability from one location to another would
be 1 for adjacent locations and 0 for non-adjacent locations.
A Markov decision process (MDP) is a discrete time stochastic
decision process, where rewards and transition probabilities between
states depend only on the previous state and action.
Definition 4.1 (Markov decision process). A Markov decision process is a discrete time stochastic process that satisfies the Markov
property
pps1 |s, aq  P rtSt 1  s1 |St  s, At  au
 P rts, a, s1|history of the systemu .

(18)

Markov decision process is often specified as a tuple pS, As , r, p, λq.
A simple MDP is visualised in Figure 5. A decision maker can influence the development of the process by choosing distributions over
available actions for each state. We can define a decision-making
rule or so called policy π.
Definition
° 4.2 (Policy). A function π is a policy if π : ps, aq
r0, 1s and asPAs πpa|sq  1 for each s P S.

ÝÑ

A policy for a given location of an ice cream man could be for
example

$
'
'
&P tmove left|location  2u  0.5,
π p2, q  P tmove right|location  2u  0.5,
'
'
%P tstay|location  2u
 0.

(19)

Given a decision rule π, we would like to know the expected future
rewards. For this purpose we can define a value function in the
context of MDP.

°

k
Definition 4.3 (Value function). Let Gt  8
k 0 λ Rt k 1 be the
future discounted pay-offs at time t. A value function vπ : S ÝÑ R is
defined as the expected future discounted pay-off for a given policy
π:
vπ psq  Eπ rGt |St  ss .
(20)
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Figure 5: Finite Markov decision process

Note: Numbering of arrows represents transition probabilities. Orange arrows symbolise expected rewards for given transitions. Rewards for other transitions are zero.
Source: Wikimedia Commons (2018)

The value function tells the decision maker, how ’good’ it is to be
in state s in terms of future discounted rewards (Sutton and Barto,
1998, p. 60). In a stochastic decision process, a rational profit seeking decision maker tries to optimize action choices so that expectation of long-run income v is maximised. In other words, the decision
maker faces an optimal control problem maxπ vπ psq for all s P S.
The λ P r0, 1q is a discount factor and for bounded
implies
°8rewards
k
boundedness
of vπ . To see this, we can write k0 λ |Rt k 1 | ¤
°8 k
B
k 0 λ B  1λ . We assume, that |Rt | ¤ B, B P R¡0 . Last equality follows from the sum of geometric series. This implies, that
Gt can only attain finite values (Bartoszynski and NiewiadomskaBugaj, 2007, p. 220).
Remark 4.1. If |Gt | ¤ Y , where ErY s ¤ 8, then ErGt s exists and
is finite.

From remark 4.1 follows, that vπ psq is finite for any s. Bound24

edness of value function allows for comparison of various policies.
The value function for MDP satisfies a recurrent relation called the
Bellman equation first introduced by Bellman (1957)
vπ psq 

¸
a

π pa|sq

¸ 1
pps |s, aqrrps, a, s1 q λvπ ps1 qs .
s1
loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

(21)

qπ ps,aq

The qπ pa, sq is called a Q-value or action-value function and is often
used in practice. This function can be seen as a representation
of expected future discounted rewards for a particular action in a
particular state. To summarize, v evaluates states and q evaluates
action-state pairs.
We have already mentioned that a rational profit seeking decision
maker optimizes the value function. This is done by finding one of
the optimal policies. According to Sutton and Barto (1998), „a
policy π is better that or equal to a policy π 1 if vπ psq ¥ vπ psq for
all s P S. There is always at least one policy that is better or equal
to all other policies.“ All the optimal policies share the same value
function. If a policy π  maximises v, then
v psq 

¸ 1
p q  max
pps |s, aqrrps, a, s1 q λvπ ps1 qs .
aPA
s1
loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

vπ s

(22)

s

qπ ps,aq

The proof can be found in Sutton and Barto (1998, p. 68). Similar
equation holds for the q function.
q ps, aq  qπ ps, aq 

¸
s1

pps1 |s, aqrrps, a, s1 q

λ max
qπ ps1 , a1 qs .
1
a PAs1

(23)

If there are n states in the system, then Equation 22 is a system of
n non-linear equations. If all dynamics of the system are known, it
can be solved by variety of methods for solving non-linear equations
(Sutton and Barto, 1998). Once the value function is known, it is
possible to retrieve the optimal policy. In every state, we need
to look at all the Q-values for every action and choose the action
with the highest Q-value. This action will maximise the long-run
expected returns. Once we do this for every state, we receive one
of the optimal policies. In practice, the dynamics of the system are
not known and various estimation methods are used to estimate the
q or v value function instead. One such method is called Q-learning.
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4.2.2

Q-learning

One of the simplest q-value estimation algorithms is the so called
Q-learning introduced by Watkins (1989). The update rule of the
algorithm is described by the rule
q̂t

1

ps, aq  q̂tps, aq

αt rRt

λ max
q̂ ps1 , a1 q  q̂t ps, aqs.
1
a PAa1

1

(24)

The αt  0 if ps, aq  pSt , At q. In practice, the q̂ is initialised with
arbitrary real number—usually zero—and for every state-action pair
in the system. Every round an action is chosen based on some
policy derived from q̂. One example of such policy could be a greedy
policy. Under greedy policy an action with highest q̂ in a given
state is chosen with probability 1  ϵ, where ϵ P p0, 1q is some small
number. An arbitrary available action in a given state is chosen
with probability ϵ. This decision rule ensures that all state-action
pairs have non-zero probability of being visited, which is a necessary
condition for convergence of the q-learning algorithm.
After an action is chosen, a reward, and a next state is observed.
The q̂ is updated according to Equation 24. According to Watkins
(1989), the q̂ estimation function converges with probability 1 to
q as long as all state-action pairs continue to be updated. If the
available actions for each state are the same, the q̂ function can
be represented as a table. Columns represent actions and rows
represent states. The parameter α stands for αn ps, aq ¥ 0, where
n denotes the number of times s and a were updated and can be
interpreted as a learning rate. For q̂ to converge
°8to q with probability
8
1,
tαnps, aqun0 has to satisfy n0 αnps, aq  8 and
°8the sequence
2
8 for all state-action pairs (Sutton and Barto, 1998,
n0 αn ps, aq
p. 34). This update rule can be seen as an extension of the n-armed
contextual bandit update rule.
4.3

Learning in multi-agent environment

We have seen how behaviour can be improved by learning in the
context of a static environment. Next, we show an extension of
single-agent environment to multi-agent environment and present a
learning algorithm suitable for multi-agent learning.
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4.3.1

Stochastic games

The idea of stochastic decision processes can be generalised to systems with more decision makers. Then we can talk about a stochastic game.
Definition 4.4 (Stochastic game). A stochastic game with n P N
players is defined by a tuple pS, A1s , . . . , Ans , r1 , . . . , rn , pq where
• S is the state space,
• Ais is the set of actions available to player i P 1, . . . , n in state
s P S,

n i
i1 As u Ñ R is a payoff function for player i,

• p : S  t ni1 Ais u Ñ ∆pS q is the transition probability map,
where ∆pS q is the set of probability distributions over S.

• ri : S  t

This definition is according to Hu and Wellman (2003). We can
see, that the transition dynamics as well as rewards depend on joint
actions of the decision makers and on the state they are in. Let
pp|s, a1 , . . . , an q P ∆pS q. If we restrict our selves to stochastic games
with finite state and action sets, then
pp|s, a , . . . , a q : S
1

n

Ñ r0, 1s,

such that

¸

s1 PS

pps1 |s, a1 , . . . , an q  1,

(25)
where s P S and a P
for all i. It is possible to define the
same Markov restriction for probability distributions in ∆pS q as in
definition (18). Similarly to a MDP, a stochastic game can have
an infinite time horizon. We can introduce discounting in a very
similar fashion to MDP. Let π i be a policy or°strategy of player i,
k i
λi be the discount factor of player i and Git  8
k 0 λi Rt k 1 , where
Rti has analogous meaning to Rt in subsubsection 4.2.1. Then the
decision maker i should try to maximise a value function
i

Ais

vπi psq  Eπ rGit |St

 s s,

(26)

where π  π i , . . . , π n is a strategy profile. Maximization of v with
respect to the environment dynamics will not work any longer, at
least not in the MDP sense. The optimal strategy of one player is
conditioned on the strategies of all the other players. Such strategy
is called best response.
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Definition 4.5 (Nash equilibrium). Let π be a strategy profile and
Γ be a stochastic game. Then π constitutes a Nash equilibrium of
Γ if for all s P S and i  1, . . . , n holds that
v i ps, π q ¥ v i ps, π1 , . . . , πi1 , π i , πi 1 , . . . , πn q for all π i

P Πi ,

(27)

where Πi is a set of strategies available to player i (Hu and Wellman,
2003).
A Nash equilibrium of the game is a strategy profile, from which
nobody wants to deviate. In other words, all players play their best
response strategy to other players strategies. So all players maximise
their value functions with respect to other players’ strategies. Notice
that there can be more Nash equilibria profiles supporting different
value functions. Similarly to MDP, in a stochastic game we can also
define a Q-value function associated with the value function v. A
Nash equilibrium q-value function can be defined as follows:

Definition 4.6 (Nash q-value function). Let π  π 1 . . .
π n be a
Nash equilibrium strategy profile of a stochastic game, a P ni1 Ais
and s P S. Then a q-value function for ps, aq given π for player i is
qπi

pa, sq 

¸
s1

pps1 |s, aqrri ps, a, s1 q

λvπi ps1 qs,

(28)

where vπi  ps1 q is the value function in state s1 .

If π  π is a Nash equilibrium profile, then the q-value function
can be written as
qπi 





¸
s1

¸
s1

pps1 |s, aqrri ps, a, s1 q

λvπi  ps1 qs

(29)

pps1 |s, aqrri ps, a, s1 q

λNash
tqπ ps1, aqus,
a

(30)

where the Nash operator in (30) calculates the Nash equilibrium
n ac-i
i
1
tion profile based on values of qπ ps , aqu, i P t1, . . . , nu, a P i1 As1
and returns the expected future discounted Nash equilibrium payoff for player i. There is an essential difference between the Nash
equilibrium of a stochastic game and the Nash equilibrium calculated in the Nash operator. The former is defined in definition 4.5
and refers to policy functions. The latter refers to actions taken in a
particular state and is calculated from a matrix game consisting of
q-values for a given state and available actions. In the paper from
Hu and Wellman (2003), the latter type of game is called a Stage
game.
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Definition 4.7 (Stage game). A Stage game in state s is defined
as Qpsq  pQ1 , . . . , Qn q, where
Qk psq  tq k ps, a1 , . . . , an q | a1

P A1s . . . , an P Ansu,
n
¡
k
 tq ps, aq | a P t Aisuu.
i1

(31)
(32)

For a two-player game, the Stage game can be represented in
a matrix form. An example is visualised in Figure 6. In a Stage
game, the players have to find Nash equilibrium actions based on
their expected discounted pay-offs.
Figure 6: A Stage game

 q  a ,s
p5, 7q

 ...
p1, 3q
2
2
π p 1

1 pa1 ,sq
qπ
 1

..
.

1 pa1 ,sq
qπ
j



q

...

...
...

2 pa2 ,sq
qπ
 k

p4, 1q

p4, 18q





(33)

Source: Author’s own illustration.

Note, that the Nash equilibrium in a Stage game can be nonunique, which we can see on Figure 4. As we have already discussed,
there can be different Nash equilibrium strategy profiles supporting
different q-values. This can now be directly be seen from the definition of q-value and from the fact that there can be multiple Nash
equilibria in a Stage game with different expected future pay-offs.
4.3.2

Nash-Q learning

Subsubsection 4.3.1 illustrates how the single-agent framework of
Markov decison processes can be extended to a multi-agent domain
with the concept of stochastic games. In this section, we still work
with a value function that captures, how good a certain state of
the system is for the agent in the long-run perspective. However,
the value function in Stochastic games is dependent on strategies of
all players’ in the system. So the goal of all agents is to maximise
their value function with respect to other players strategies. One
possible goal of agents in a stochastic game would be to play a Nash
equilibrium profile, because in such profile, everyone’s value function
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is maximised. In subsubsection 4.2.1 we saw how Q-learning can
be used to estimate the q-value function from interaction with the
environment. This concept was extended to general-sum Stochastic
games by Hu and Wellman (2003). Their algorithm is called Nash
Q-learning.
The goal of Nash Q-learning agents is to learn a Nash equilibrium q-value function qi and a Nash equilibrium strategy profile π 
associated with the q-value function. The main idea behind Nash
Q-learning is that each player estimates q-values of all other players
as well as of theirs. Then each player has some estimates of other
players’ q-functions and is able to calculate Nash equilibrium profiles in a matrix game such as matrix game (6). The update rule for
a q-function estimate is very similar to this from MDP Q-learning
and looks as follows.
Definition 4.8 (Nash Q update rule). The Nash Q update rule of
a q-value function estimate for player i in time t 1 is
q̂ti

1

ps, aq  p1  αtq q̂tips, aq
αt rRti ps, a, s1 q λ  Nash
q̂ti ps1 , a1 qs,
1
a

(34)

where the Nash operator at time t calculates a Nash equilibrium

pay-off from an estimated Stage game Q̂t pSt q  tqtk ps, aq | a P t ni1 Ais uu
and αt  0 if pSt , At q  ps, tq.
As we have already indicated, each agent estimates his own as
well as his opponents’ q-functions and uses those estimates to calculate the Nash equilibria in Stage games. According to Hu and
Wellman (2003) the estimator from definition 4.8 converges in probability to q i under the following conditions:
1. Every state and action of the Stochastic game are visited infinitely often.
2. The learning rate αt satisfies the following conditions:
(a) 0 ¤ αt ps, aq

1,

°8

t0 αt ps, aq  8,

(b) αt ps, aq  0, if ps, aq  pSt , At q

°8

2
t  0 αt

ps, aq 8

3. Every Stage game Q̂t psq in the learning process has a global
optimal point and agents’ pay-offs in these equilibriums are
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used to update their q̂-functions, or every Stage game Q̂t psq in
the learning process has a saddle point and agents’ pay-offs in
these equilibriums are used to update their q̂-functions.
The first two conditions are identical to the convergence conditions
for Q-learning. The third condition requires that all Stage games
arising during learning must have a global optimal point, or alternatively a saddle point. A global optimal point is an action profile,
such that all players receive their highest pay-offs at that profile,
which consequently also makes it a Nash equilibrium. A saddle
point is a Nash equilibrium action profile, such that each player receives higher pay-off if at least one of the other players deviates (Hu
and Wellman, 2003). The third condition also requires, that players
always update their q̂-functions according to pay-offs in global optimal point or alternatively always in a saddle point. An example
of a Stage game with global optimal point and a saddle point is
displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: A 2-player Stage game with global optimal and saddle point.
a11
a21

a21
a22
10,10 0,6
6,0 5,5

Note: The global optimal point is in the top left corner and the saddle point is in the
bottom right corner.

The third condition would generally be very hard to satisfy. We
are usually not able to guarantee, that all Stage games emerging
during learning will satisfy it. However, Hu and Wellman (2003,
p. 1052) suggest, that there may be some potential to relax the
convergence conditions. They tested the Nash-Q learning algorithm
on a set of gridworld games. In the game, that satisfied the third
condition at the Stochastic game Nash equilibrium, there was a
convergence of the learned q̂-values to q 100% of time despite the
fact that during learning, the third condition was not met. Detailed
convergence results and comparisons of learning performance can be
found in (Hu and Wellman, 2003, p. 1060, 1061).
4.4

Implementation

We have seen how agents can potentially learn in a multi-agent environment. We now present our simulation implementation details.
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Our simulation is discrete in every parameter. Location and price
sets are both finite. Time steps are discrete. Our simulation runs 30
000 time steps so the agents interact with each other and with their
environment 30 000 times. To establish asymptotic behaviour of our
agents, we repeat the simulation 100 times for each combination of
parameters specified below.
Our agents assume that their opponent is identical to themselves.
An agent observes his opponent’s actions and rewards and models
the opponent, as if he himself was the opponent and received his
opponent’s rewards for given actions. In our simulations, the reward function is fair to both agents. It means that if agents are
in certain location-price state and receive certain profits, then if
they switch positions and prices, their profits also switch. In other
words, if I play my opponent’s strategy and my opponent plays my
strategy, I will get my opponent’s previous pay-off and he receives
mine. This principle can be used to model the opponent more efficiently. Normally, each agent should learn to play himself as well
as to model learning of the opponent. Now imagine, an agent could
learn from his own as well as from his opponent’s experience. Such
agent would first learn from his experience in a given location and
then he could imagine standing on his opponent’s location with his
opponent standing on that agent’s previous location and learn from
the experience that his opponent had in this location. By getting
into his opponent’s shoes the agent could get twice as much information about the game in one time step. Since his opponent is
identical, he would do the same which means that they both share
the same experience from the game. But since they both share the
same experience from the game, there is no point in modelling the
opponent separately. Both agents assume that their opponent is
the same and as we saw, they share the same experience so they
can model their opponent as themselves and do not need to hold
separate representation of their opponent in memory. This makes
the implementation of agents simpler and accelerates learning rate,
because the agents learn from shared experience and effectively visit
two states at one time step instead of just one.
The agents themselves are divided into two sub-agents. Both
sub-agents are Nash-Q learning agents. The price agent is a NashQ contextual bandit. The reason behind this is that his actions or
price choices do not influence the state of the game. However his
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optimal choices are different from state to state. This fits the definition of n-armed bandit mentioned in subsection 4.2 with the only
difference, that his actions are calculated based on estimated price
Nash equilibrium in a given state. The price sub-agent generates
profit for the whole agent. The location sub-agent is a full Nash-Q
agent and decides on the location of the whole agent. Rewards of
both sub-agents are calculated based on profits earned by the price
sub-agent so the better is the price sub-agent doing in finding stage
game equilibria, the more precisely is the location sub-agent able to
decide on the location Nash equilibrium of the game.
All our agents have decreasing learning rate. A learning rate for
an agent αt ps, aq is defined as follows:

$
& 1
αt ps, aq  n ps,aq
%1
t

if nt ps, aq ¡ 0,
if nt ps, aq  0,

(35)

where nt ps, aq is a number of times the state-action pair ps, aq was
visited. Learning rate satisfies the convergence condition specified
in subsubsection 4.3.2. Exploration rate is set to 0.2. Exploration
rate is greater than zero and thus, there is non-zero probability of
exploration in every state. Agents either explore randomly or choose
the first Nash equilibrium strategy calculated from their stage-game
estimates. The discount rate λ can differ from agent to agent. We
choose the combinations displayed in Table 2.
Table 2: Used combinations of λ.
λ1
0
0
0
0.4
0.4
0.8

λ2
0
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.8

Note: Simulation of reversed permutations is not necessary, because the game is symmetric in profits.

In the first case, the agents are perfectly impatient and only consider current rewards. In the last case, one of the agents is perfectly
impatient while the other one discounts his future rewards by factor 0.8. The rest are various combinations of impatient, patient and
semi-patient agents.
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We choose the location set to be L  t0, 1, . . . , 6u. So the middle
of the street is at number 3. The price set is P  t0, 1, 2, 3, 4u so
the agents can choose among 4 prices. Both agents can choose any
price from P in every price game. In the location game, agents do
not choose locations directly, but choose moves instead. Available
moves are M  t1, 0, 1u so an agent can move one location to the
left, to the right or stay in his original position. Agents can stand on
the same location, but can not escape the street. Available moves at
edge locations do not contain the move, that would change agent’s
position to undefined location.
Profit function is defined in compliance with the profit function
from section 3. The whole simulation is written in Python. Agents
use the nashpy library to calculate the Nash equilibria of stage
games. The method used to calculate Nash equilibria is LemkeHowson. We have already discussed that stage games in general
do not have to satisfy the Nash-Q learning conditions. Instead of
always choosing global optimum or saddle point which may not
even be present, our agents always choose the first Nash equilibrium strategy provided by the Lemke-Howson method, similarly to
Hu and Wellman (2003, p. 1058). For generation of random numbers we use numpy.random library.
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5
5.1

Simulation results
Patterns of behaviour

First, we are going to summarize asymptotic behaviour of key metrics for our agents. We observed development of prices, locations
and profit in our simulation. From location we also calculated distance between the agents at every time step. The development of
all parameters was captured for 30000 time steps. To soften the raw
data we use rolling averages of various lengths according to given
situation. First, we only concentrate on profit. We take profits from
all 100 simulation runs for each discount rate combination. Moving
average transformation is applied to each simulation run. Next, for
each discount rate at every time step, average across all simulation
runs at the given time step is taken. Resulting time series can be
seen on Figure 7.
We can see how the average profit grows with time. However,
the growth rate decreases and average profits seem to be relatively
stabilised after 25000 time steps. It signals that learned polices
of the agents do not significantly change any more. Agents with
Figure 7: Average profits

Note: Moving average profits for each discount rate combination averaged across all
100 simulations at each time step. First sub-plot shows average profits of first agents
and second plot shows average profits of second agents. For example the combination
of red lines shows development of profits in simulation where both agents have discount
rate set to 0. Length of rolling average is n  1000.
Source: Author’s own computation.
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Figure 8: Profits for unequal discount rates

Note: Development of average profits of agents with unequal discount rates. Length
of rolling average is n  1000.
Source: Author’s own computation.

different discount rate combinations reach different levels of average
profits. High discount rate means that agents optimize more heavily
towards more distant rewards. So we would expect the agents with
high discount rates to be better at long-term planning and thus earn
better profits than short-sighted agents. This seems to be true for
the discount rate combinations, where one agent has higher discount
rate than the other one. To see this, we can compare Figure 8 and
Figure 9. It is clear that if one of the agents has higher discount rate,
he is able to earn better profit than his opponent. If the discount
rates are identical, the profits are identical as well.
Interestingly, the agents with highest discount rate λ1  λ2  0.8
reach the lowest average profits as we can see on Figure 7. This
would imply that the Nash equilibrium profit in our simulation
where agents consider long-term rewards is different from the shortterm equilibrium profit, where agents only take into account recent
profits. To be able to explain why it is so, we have to zoom into
the simulation data and see if there are some pronounced patterns
of behaviour and whether those patterns differ for high and low
discount rate combinations.
We first plot a detailed segment of one of the simulation runs
for identical discount rates. On Figure 10 we can see how prices
and profits for both agents in the simulation move together. We ex36

Figure 9: Profits for equal discount rates

Note: Development of average profits of agents with equal discount rates. Length of
rolling average is n  1000.
Source: Author’s own computation.

pected to see this since price is one of the two determinants of profit
according to (9). What is surprising is the fact that there seems
to be tendency to oscillate in location. The observed behaviour
clearly differs from Hotelling’s location model with quadratic consumer costs, where the agents stay on the opposite edges of the
street and do not periodically meet in the center. Notice, that in
some cases agents switch their positions but in other cases, they
just meet and then get back to their previous locations. We can see
that on Figure 11, where agents meet at the begining and at the
end of the segment without changing sides. This could be caused by
occasional random exploration that pushes agents from each other
to a state, from which their strategy already is such that they get
further away from each other. Regarding profit dynamics, changing
or not changing sides does not seem to make difference. In both
cases, the profits decrease and increase again once the agents reach
opposite street edges. However, the profit level seems to be higher
for the agent occupying the upper part of the street. For example,
between time steps 25200 and 25250 on Figure 10, the red profit line
is mostly above the blue line. This situation gets reversed once the
agents switch their sides of the street. The difference in profit levels between the upper and lower part of the street could be caused
by discretization of the location and price space. A discretization
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Figure 10: A detailed view of a segment of a simulation run

Note: A random data segment from a simulation run of agents with identical discount
factors λ1  λ2  0.4. The length of rolling average is n  10. A range of data between
25200 and 25490 time steps is displayed.
Source: Author’s own computation.

can lead to creation of multiple pure Nash equilibria, where there
was only one pure equilibrium in the continuous case. Some of the
equilibria may be asymmetric in pay-off. If our discretization creates such equilibrum and this equilibrium gets calculated first in the
Nash equilibrium calculation, then the agents learn to follow this
asymmetric equilibrium.
The asymmetry could also cause the agents to switch their positions. The agent on the worse side of the street could have a
long-run incentive to leave his side. He could challenge his opponent and try to steal some of his opponent’s demand. The only
reasonable response of the opponent to such behaviour would be to
accept the challenge. Otherwise, the agent who steals the demand
can get even closer to his opponent and enclose him in the edge of
the street and cut his opponent’s profit completely. So both agents
meet somewhere in the middle of the street and their profits are
close to zero, because they only compete in price and have no local
monopoly any more. The challenger wants to switch sides, because
he can get better profit on the other side of the street. The opponent
knows, that the challenger has large enough incentive to continue
competing, which would result in zero profits for both of them in
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Figure 11: Agents can meet without switching sides

Note: A data segment from a simulation run of agents with identical discount factors
λ1  λ2  0.4, where agents meet twice but do not change their sides. The length
of rolling average is n  10. A range of data between 27000 and 27490 time steps is
displayed.
Source: Author’s own computation.

foreseeable future and accepts the exchange. Later, the roles are
switched and the whole cycle repeats.
There seems to be no profit of meeting in the middle and not
switching for the agent, who initialised the switch and there is no
reasonable way how the other agent could stop the challenger from
switching sides. We conclude that these situations are caused by
random exploration at the time of the meeting.
In that case we would expect long-sighted agents to have those
exchange periods shorter because they put large weight on future
rewards. So the agent in the worse position would have immediate
incentive to switch, because he would know how little he earns if
he does not switch and how much he would earn, if he managed to
switch positions with his opponent.
We can actually see something similar on Figure 12. For the
discount rate combination λ1  λ2  0.8, the exchange period is
much shorter than in other cases and the agents do not even reach
the edges of the street. An agent gets into an unfavourable location.
Then he evaluates, how bad this location is in the log-run and if it is
sufficiently bad compared to an alternative, he decides to make the
switch. But instead of increased profits for both agents, frequent
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exchange results in decreased profits. We can see the lower profits
of the agents with λ1  λ2  0.8 already on Figure 7 and we can
see the reason on Figure 12 in the last plot. The agents almost do
not leave each other and stay in very close locations, which reduces
their local monopoly and forces them to compete mostly in price.
If one of the agents has higher discount rate, then he decides
to leave the inconvenient side quickly, while the other agent with
lower discount rate does not have as much incentive to switch, because he is only interested in short-run profits and switching sides
is not as attractive, because switching brings almost no income in
the short run. So the long-sighted agent spends more time on the
more profitable side of the street and thus, earns more profit on
average. However, our interpretation could be slightly problematic
for the case, where λ1  λ2  0. Those agents do not care about
future rewards and only take immediate profit into account. Nevertheless, we still observe periodical switching of sides even in their
case. Actually, in all our simulations we observe the location switching pattern. But the period differs and in many cases is relatively
large. The question is as follows.
If the agent in unfavourable position has an incentive to switch
at any point in time, why would he wait? A possible explanation
could be the exploration factor. It is possible that in most of our
simulations, the agents would stay on their side of the street like in
the Hotelling’s location model. What forces them to exchange locations is random exploration. They could be pushed by randomness
close enough to their opponent to a state, where their opponent
must react and the switching happens. So the fluctuations could
be caused by random shocks. On the other hand, in the case of
λ1  λ2  0.8 we can clearly see that the agents almost never stay
on the edges of the street and rather rapidly switch positions all the
time.
We conclude, that the fluctuations could be caused by a combination of both factors we mention. For most of the discount rate
combinations it is not worth it to switch positions due to low profits during the switch and subjective low value of future profits. But
once one of the agents cuts the distance between the two agents,
the other one must react and they switch positions and get back to
street edges as if they were in the Hotelling’s equilibrium. They stay
there until one of them again is pushed by random exploration closer
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to the opponent. The fact that agents with low discount rate seem
to resemble the original equilibrium can be technically explained.
Figure 12: Location dynamics of all discount rate combinations

Note: Data segments from simulation runs of all discount rate combinations. The
length of rolling average is n  40. A range of data between 26000 and 29960 time
steps is displayed.
Source: Author’s own computation.

For zero discount rates the agents only take immediate profits
into account. So the location agents only compare profits immediately available after their action, which is very similar to how the
Nash equilibrium in Hotelling’s model is calculated. In the model,
once price equilibrium is calculated for each location, the decision
where to go in each location depends on infinitesimal change in the
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profit caused by moving in one or the other direction. For quadratic
cost for consumers, the profit change is positive if the agents move
further apart from each other, which causes the Nash equilibrium to
be the edges of the street. In our case with low discount rate, agents
put profits from moving to the left, right or nowhere to a game matrix and calculate Nash equilibrium of a simple matrix game in
the given location, which in principle is very similar to the original
model, because the profit values only contain immediate profit and
not discounted future profits. Thus the matrix game should have
the same values that we work with in the original model and should
therefore provide similar results.
In the case of λ1  λ2  0.8, the agents seem to realize the long
-term value of being in the more favourable position and a switch
is an acceptable price to pay in comparison with potential profit on
the other side of the street. Unfortunately for them, both agents
want to be on the favourable side and they never settle and keep
switching instead, which results in lower profits compared to other
discount rate combinations. On the other hand if the λ  0.8 agent
is combined with an agent with lower discount rate, he is able to
keep himself on the more favourable side of the street most of the
time. Te other agent does not have incentive to switch and if he
does, it is just because of random exploration. They switch, but
the long-sighted agent tries to switch back right after. We can see
that on the one-before -last plot in Figure 12. The blue agent is
rarely on the lower part of the street and if he is, he goes back
almost immediately. The same holds for the third plot from the
top, where the red agent is mostly on the upper side of the street.
The discount rate λ  0.4 does not seem to value the future profits
enough and those agents basically behave like the agents with zero
discount rate.
The case where λ1  λ2  0.8 approximately re-establishes the
Nash equilibrium in the center of the street described by Hotelling
in his original paper with linear consumer costs., because the agents
on average spend their time in the center and have very low profits.
This behaviour seems similar to aggressive market strategy, when
a company tries to eliminate her competition from the market by
making similar product and leading a price war until either one of
them goes bankrupt or both competitors exhaust themselves and
start differentiating their products again. Because our agents have
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no production costs, they can never exhaust themselves. Thus, they
locate themselves near each other at all times and compete mainly
in price, which yields low profits.
We now summarize our discoveries. Instead of finding some location combination and settling there, our agents tend to periodically
switch positions. Except for the λ1  λ2  0.8 discount rate combination, the agents spend most of the time in opposite edges of
the street. We conclude, that switching is caused by random exploration that triggers a chain of events leading to re-established
balance, where agents again settle on edges of the street. In the
case, where λ1  λ2  0.8, the agents stay near each other and
fight for the more convenient side of the street indefinitely. This
can be caused by both agents realizing the long-term value of the
more convenient side of the street.
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5.2

Technical issues

We take Hotelling’s location model and cut the continuous parameters from the model into discrete pieces in order to be able to run
discrete simulation, which is relatively straightforward to do. However, it brings the following problems:
1. On one hand, there is surely a Nash equilibrium in a finite game
(Nash et al., 1950), on the other hand this equilibrium may be
non-unique and depends on the way we cut the parameters of
the differential game.
2. Due to non-uniqueness of Nash equilibrium our agents have to
face the choice between available Nash equilibria.
3. Agents may choose mixed strategy Nash equilibrium if there
no pure strategy equilibria, which is not simple to interpret.
Our results could depend on the choice of Nash equilibrium. Here
we always choose the one that is calculated first and get reasonable results. But this could possibly change with different choice
of equilibrium. Earlier we have mentioned, that Nash-Q learning is
guaranteed to converge only for certain types of sub-games. There
is no guarantee that such games are contained in every state of our
simulation so at least, our agents always choose the first calculated
Nash equilibrium, which consequently solves the equilibrium choice
problem. However, This choice could potentially influence the behaviour of our agents. The results that we presented in section 5
could potentially look different if our agents always choose e.g. the
Nash equilibrium that yields the highest profit to them. We decided not to choose such option, because such equilibrium could be
different for both agents. They could consistently choose actions
that the opponent would not predict. In layman’s terms, for the
Nash-Q learning it is important that the agents consistently choose
the same Nash equilibrium and it would probably not be fulfilled
if they always chose the Nash equilibrium with highest pay-off to
them.
Another technical issue arises in Q-learning in general. The estimates that the agents learn are biased by initial values of the
estimate (Sutton and Barto, 1998, p. 35). In our case, agents’ initial estimates are such that all games are set to have zero pay-offs
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for each action. With too low or too quickly decreasing exploration
rate, our agents do not take enough time steps to properly explore
the game and usually both end in the left edge of the street with
prices set to zero. This is probably be caused by the initial estimates set to zero. The agents simply chose the first available Nash
equilibrium from the initial estimate which is to move left and set
price to zero. This way they very quickly end in the left corner of
the street and stay there. For that reason we set the exploration
rate relatively high which helps with better game estimates. However, our agents keep exploring even after 20000 steps, which could
cause the side-switching behaviour that we discussed in section 5.
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6

Discussion

We believe that the idea of Reinforcement learning in itself is a good
starting point for further research in multi-agent learning. Nash-Q
learning unfortunately requires unreasonable amount of computation power to be used on a large number of agents, which is caused
by the computational complexity of finding Nash equilibrium in
a normal game. This could make scaling of the method cumbersome. Nevertheless, the method shows that learning a Nash equilibrium strategy is also possible outside the class of zero-sum games
in general-sum games. Multi-agent learning algorithms capable of
finding Nash equilibria in general-sum games would nicely complement classical game-theoretic models and would provide explanation to how do agents actually reach Nash equilibria in some classical models. Even though there can be many goals for agents in a
simulation, in economics the most reasonable case seems to be the
one, where agents try to maximise their profit while having their
opponents’ goals in mind. Nash-Q learning can be a step towards
more efficient and scalable learning algorithms in which the agents
do exactly that.
Some disadvantages of Nash-Q learning in our case have already
been mentioned in subsection 5.2. Discretization of models with
continuous parameters can be problematic also in other frameworks
as well as convergence conditions of Nash-Q learning. However, similar problems are shared among all the learning methods we mention
earlier. On the other hand, there can be many decision problems
in Economics that can be modelled with discrete simulations. For
example, companies do not make all their decisions continually, but
rather make periodical meetings or checks and evaluate their situation from the last check up to the current check and make decisions based on that. In such case, discretization would no longer
a problem. We would still have to decide which Nash equilibrium
to choose from, but we would not have to make the decision how
to cut some continuous parameters so as to somehow preserve the
original structure of a continuous model.
Nevertheless, compared to other mentioned learning methods,
Nash-Q learning appears superior since it allows adaptive opponent
modelling and does not need knowledge of the environment. Results
from Nash-Q simulation can be interpreted like results from any
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other agent-based simulation. But one should always keep in mind
that the agents are far-sighted and look for Nash equilibrium of
discounted future pay-offs.
In agent-based simulations we face the problem of choosing appropriate behaviour for our agents. In case we want to simulate
simple agents that in reality decide based on a set of heuristic rules,
setting such rules in our simulation is not a problem. But if we
want to simulate more intelligent, adapting or otherwise complex
agents which are known to optimize something but we do not know
how exactly they do it, Reinforcement learning can help us. If
we want agents in our simulation to adapt and optimize, with it’s
ties to psychology, Nash-Q learning can be a reasonable candidate
for small discrete multi-agent environments. Multi-agent Reinforcement learning is a young but rapidly developing field and in the future could offer adaptive mechanisms, that could allow economists
to reliably simulate economic actors of greater complexity with information restrictions.
We will now bring findings from our research into a bigger picture. The motivation for this thesis was the fact, that traditional
game-theoretic models often stand on strong assumptions imposed
on players such as rationality and perfect information and we wanted
to see, if a novel adaptive technique used in context of Hotelling’s
location model will bring results similar to the traditional model.
Besides that, the thesis provides a thorough survey of adaptive algorithms and Reinforcement learning.
The reason behind choosing adaptive behaviour for agents is that
learning can allow for emergence of intelligent behaviour that would
otherwise be hard to design. Learning would not only allow us to
study the adaptation dynamics but also to simulate behaviour of
more complex economic actors, who can be quite smart in analysing
various situations and choosing their actions, but have only imperfect information available. Agent-based simulations in general
provide us with the ability to observe simulated behaviour of large
systems which would be hard to study analytically. Together with
efficient learning algorithms, agent-based simulations could bring
new discoveries in various fields where interaction is involved.
On the other side, analysing and validation of learning and agent
systems can be cumbersome in many ways, which we experienced
ourselves. Despite strong assumptions, classical game-theoretic mod47

els provide a great baseline for further research. Such models can
usually be analysed with relative ease and provide clear results.
Thanks to that, they can be very useful when we think and reason
about models that are not as clear. On the other hand, agentbased simulations allow for relaxation of assumptions and provide
the possibility to set behaviour of agents based on experimental or
psychological findings. Advances on the field of artificial intelligence
and increasing computational power could lead to the ability to simulate more complex and realistic economic simulations. Nevertheless, more complex models will lead to harder to interpret results
and classical game-theoretic models will surely play an important
part in analysis of such simulations.
We now turn our attention to future research. It could be interesting to see, what results would yield employing neural networks
to the learning. Neural networks are non-linear function estimators
that can be used to generalise from agent’s experience. Many times
there are states of the world, that are essentially similar, but differ in some non-essential details. Agents that we use, treat such
states as separate, which prolongs learning. But if the agents were
equipped with something that would allow them to effectively merge
such states or even generalise from their experience on some not yet
visited states, it would allow them to work in more dimensional environments and in turn make the whole simulation more scalable.
We would generally not recommend using any Nash equilibrium calculations due to how costly such computation is. The goal of agents
does not necessarily have to be a Nash equilibrium. Learning opens
new possibilities to the agents. For example, our agents do not
consciously try to influence the learning of the other agent. But
an agent could play sub-optimally at the beginning to confuse the
opponent and let him learn incorrect policy, which he would later
exploit. Recently, an algorithm was suggested, that tackles the issue
of opponent learning awareness (Foerster et al., 2017). It would be
interesting to see if agents equipped with similar capabilities reach
Nash equilibrium in some of the classical models, for example in
Hotelling’s model.
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7

Conclusion

The goal of this thesis is to examine whether simulated adaptive
behaviour in Hotelling’s location model without perfect information
brings different results from the theoretical model. We simulate behaviour of adapting agents guided by the Nash-Q learning algorithm
in an environment inspired by Hotelling’s location model.
Originally, the Hotelling’s model with linear consumer costs supported the Principle of minimum differentiation, where the sellers
meet in the middle of the street. However, the model was shown
to be invalid (d’Aspremont et al., 1979) and valid alternatives with
adjusted consumer cost function have been proposed (Economides,
1986). Nevertheless, the adjustments changed the interpretation of
the model. The adjusted cost function causes the sellers to differentiate. The case of quadratic cost function of the consumers even
supports the Principle of maximum differentiation, where the sellers locate themselves as far as possible from each other, which is
basically the opposite to the results of the original model.
Even though we use quadratic consumer cost function in our
simulation, some of our results show behaviour similar to the original model with linear consumer costs. In the case where the discount rate is sufficiently high the agents situate themselves near
each other and switch positions often. As a result, their profit is
lower because their local monopoly shrinks and they have to compete in price. This behaviour resembles aggressive market strategy,
where the firms differentiate as little as possible and only compete
in price in order to eliminate the opponent from the market. Our
results suggest that the Principle of minimum differentiation could
still be justified based on repeated interaction of the agents and optimization in the long-run. In cases with lower discount rate, agents
mostly stay on opposite edges of the street, which is in compliance
with the Maximum differentiation principle and thus, with the location model with quadratic consumer costs (d’Aspremont et al.,
1979).
Aside from the simulation, a survey of relevant learning algorithms has been conducted and Reinforcement learning methodology among with Nash-Q learning was explained in depth. We
evaluated Nash-Q learning and Reinforcement learning in general
as an adaptive method for agent-based simulations with applica49

tion in Economics. We find the method well motivated for use in
small-scale discrete economic agent-based simulations because the
method does not require knowledge of the environment or the opponents. Instead, the agents repeatedly interact. Based on the
interaction, they model each other and their environment and try
to maximize their profits while keeping their opponent’s interests in
mind, which goes hand in hand with behaviour of agents in classical
game-theoretic models.
We also provide our full implementation 3 of Nash-Q learning
algorithm in python for further use, comparison or inspection.

3

The implementation is included in electronic archive along with this thesis.
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